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Wave and particle properties of a quantum object cannot be observed simultaneously. In particular,
the fringe visibility in an interferometer is limited by the amount of which-way information which
can be obtained. This limit is set by the recently discovered duality relation. So far, all derivations
of the duality relation are independent of Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation. Here we demonstrate
that it is alternatively possible to derive the duality relation in the form of an uncertainty relation for
some suitably chosen observables. ©2000 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wave–particle duality refers to the fact that a quant
object can exhibit either wave or particle properties, depe
ing on the experimental situation. In a double-slit expe
ment, for example, the object must pass through both
simultaneously in order to create an interference patt
This testifies to the object’s wave nature. On the other ha
performing a which-way experiment reveals which of t
slits each object passes through, manifesting its particle
ture. However, performing a which-way experiment u
avoidably destroys the interference pattern.

This was illustrated in various gedanken experimen
such as Einstein’s recoiling slit1 or Feynman’s light
microscope.2 In order to explain the loss of interference
which-way experiments, one usually invokes Heisenber
position–momentum uncertainty relation. This has been a
lyzed in great detail by, e.g., Wisemanet al.3 However,
Scully, Englert, and Walther4 pointed out that such an expla
nation need not always be possible, but that the entanglem
between the which-way marker and the interfering quant
object can always explain the loss of interference. Sev
experiments support this point of view.5–11

This entanglement need not always be perfect. In gene
a measurement performed on the which-way marker yie
only incomplete which-way knowledge. In order to quant
how much which-way information is available from such
measurement, one typically uses the ‘‘distinguishability,’’D.
With incomplete which-way information stored, one obtai
interference fringes with a reduced visibility,V, which is
limited by the so-called duality relation

D21V2<1. ~1!

This fundamental limit was recently discovered by Jaeg
Shimony, and Vaidman,12 and independently by Englert.13 It
can be regarded as a quantitative statement about wa
particle duality. In the special case, where full which-w
information is stored,D51, it implies that the interference
fringes are lost completely,V50. The first experimental test
of the duality relation have been performed recently.14,15

Incomplete which-way information can alternatively b
obtained without a which-way marker by setting up the
terferometer such that the particle fluxes along the two w
differ. In this case, the which-way knowledge is expressed
the form of the so-called ‘‘predictability,’’P, which is lim-
ited by12,13,16–20

P21V2<1. ~2!
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This result was confirmed experimentally in Refs. 21 and
None of the derivations of Eqs.~1! and ~2! cited above

involves any form of the uncertainty relation. It therefo
seems that ‘‘the duality relation is logically independent
the uncertainty relation.’’13 In this article, we will show,
however, that for arbitrary which-way schemes, Eqs.~1! and
~2! can always be derived in the form of a Heisenber
Robertson uncertainty relation for some suitably chosen
servables~which will turn out to be different from position
and momentum!.

II. PREDICTABILITY

In this section, we consider a two-beam interferome
without a which-way marker, as shown in Fig. 1. Letu1&
and u2& denote the state vectors corresponding to the
ways along which the object can pass through the inter
ometer. After passing the first beam splitter, the density m
trix in a representation with respect to the basis$u1&,u2&%
reads

r5S w1 r6

r6* w2
D . ~3!

The probabilitiesw1 and w2 that the object moves alon
one way or the other, respectively, fulfill Tr$r%5w11w2

51. The magnitude of the difference between these pr
abilities is the predictability

P5uw12w2u, ~4!

which is obviously determined by the reflectivity of the fir
beam splitter.P quantifies how much which-way knowledg
we have. ForP50, corresponding to a 50:50 beam splitte
we have no which-way knowledge, whereas forP51, we
know precisely which way the object takes.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the seco
beam splitter is a 50:50 beam splitter. Taking into acco
the phase shiftw between the two interferometer arms, th
upper output beam corresponds to the state vectoruuw&
5(u1&1eiwu2&)/&. The intensity in this beam is

I u~w!}^uwuruuw&5 1
2~112ur6ucos~w1w0!! ~5!

with r65ur6ueiw0. The visibility of this interference pattern
is

V5
I max2I min

I max1I min
52ur6u, ~6!
1021g/ajp/ © 2000 American Association of Physics Teachers
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whereI max and I min denote the maximum and minimum in
tensities. The relation, Eq.~2!, limiting visibility and predict-
ability can easily be derived from Tr$r2%5w1

2 1w2
2

12ur6u25$11P21V2%/2<1.
We will now show that this inequality can alternatively b

obtained in the form of a Heisenberg–Robertson uncerta
relation23,24

DADB> 1
2u^@A,B#&u, ~7!

which applies to each pair of Hermitian operatorsA andB,
with the expectation values and standard deviations of op
tors defined aŝ A&5Tr$rA% and DA5A^A2&2^A&2, re-
spectively.

In order to find suitable operatorsA andB, we investigate
the Pauli spin-matrices

sx5S 0 1

1 0D , sy5S 0 2 i

i 0 D , sz5S 1 0

0 21D . ~8!

Their expectation values arê sx&52 Re$r6%, ^sy&
522 Im$r6%, and^sz&5w12w2 . Obviously,^sz& reflects
our which-way knowledge, whereas^sx& and ^sy& are re-
lated to the interference pattern via

I u~w!} 1
2~11cosw^sx&1sinw^sy&!. ~9!

Without loss of generality, we choose the relative phase
tween statesu1& and u2& such thatr6 is real, i.e.,w050.
Thus we obtain

u^sx&u5V, ^sy&50, u^sz&u5P. ~10!

With this choice of the phases,^sx& and ^sz& represent the
wave character and particle character of the ensemble
spectively. The standard deviations of these observables

Dsx5A12V2, Dsy51, Dsz5A12P2, ~11!

are easily obtained, becausesx
25sy

25sz
251. Using the

commutator@s j ,sk#52i ( le jkls l , we can now evaluate th
uncertainty relation, Eq.~7!, for all possible pairs of the
above standard deviations, yielding

A12V25DsxDsy>u^sz&u5P, ~12!

A12P25DsyDsz>u^sx&u5V, ~13!

DszDsx>u^sy&u50. ~14!

Equation~14! yields a trivial result, because standard dev
tions are non-negative by definition. However, Eqs.~12! and
~13! are equivalent to the desired relation, Eq.~2!. Hence, for
the case without a which-way marker, Eq.~2! can be derived
in the form of an uncertainty relation for the components
an abstract pseudospin.

Fig. 1. Scheme of a typical two-beam interferometer. The incoming be
~left! is split into two beams, denotedu1& and u2&. After reflection from
mirrors, the phase of one of the beams is shifted byw. Next, the two beams
are recombined on a second beam splitter. Due to interference, the in
ties of the two outgoing beams vary as a function of the phase shiftw.
1022 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 11, November 2000
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III. DUALITY RELATION

Let us now add a second quantum system~called which-
way marker! to the interferometer. When an object is passi
through the interferometer, a suitable interaction sh
change the quantum state of the which-way marker depe
ing on the way the object took. This creates an entanglem
between the which-way marker and the way of the object
later measurement on the which-way marker can then re
which way the object took. In other words, which-way info
mation is now stored in the which-way marker. For simpl
ity, we assume that the which-way marker does not su
from decoherence25 ~at least as long as we do not couple t
marker to a macroscopic ‘‘needle’’!.

Let r tot denote the density matrix of the total system~ob-
ject plus which-way marker! after the interaction~but before
the phase shifter and the second beam splitter!. Again, we
denote the pseudospin corresponding to the ways bysx , sy ,
and sz . And again, we choose the relative phase betw
statesu1& and u2& such that̂ 1uTrM$r tot%u2& is real, where
TrM denotes the trace over the which-way marker. Thus
reproduce the above results, in particular,

u^sx&u5V, Dsx5A12V2. ~15!

In order to read out the which-way information, we me
sure an observableW of the which-way marker with eigen
values$w1 ,w2 ,...% and an orthonormal basis of eigenstat
$uw1&,uw2&,...%. Let p(6,wi) denote the joint probability
that wi is found and that the object moves along wayu6&. If
wi is found, the best guess one can make about the way
opt for way u1& if p(1,wi)>p(2,wi), and for way u2&
otherwise. This yields the ‘‘likelihood for guessing the wa
right,’’ 13

LW5(
i

max$p~1,wi !,p~2,wi !%. ~16!

SinceLW can vary between 1/2 and 1, it is natural to sca
this quantity by defining the ‘‘which-way knowledge’’26

KW52LW215(
i

up~1,wi !2p~2,wi !u ~17!

so that 0<KW<1. Obviously,KW depends on the choice o
the measured observableW. In order to quantify how much
which-way information is actually stored, the arbitrariness
the read-out process can be eliminated by defining
‘‘distinguishability’’ 12,13,26

D5max
W

$KW%, ~18!

which is the maximum value ofKW that is obtained for the
best choice ofW. The distinguishability is limited by the
duality relation, Eq.~1!, which has been derived in Refs. 1
and 13 without using the uncertainty relation.

We will now show that the duality relation—just as E
~2!—can alternatively be derived in the form of
Heisenberg–Robertson uncertainty relation for some suita
chosen observables. For that purpose, let

e i5H 11 if p~1,wi !>p~2,wi !

21 otherwise
~19!

denote which way to bet on if the eigenstateuwi& is found.
Using p(1,wi)5^wi1ur totuwi1&, we thus find

m

si-
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KW5(
i

e i~^wi1ur totuwi1&2^wi2ur totuwi2&! ~20!

5(
i

e iTr$r tot~ uwi&^wi u ^ sz!%, ~21!

where we usedsz5u1&^1u2u2&^2u and where Tr denote
the trace over the total system. Let us define the observ

We5(
i

e i uwi&^wi u. ~22!

In passing, we note thatWe
251 and @sx ,We#5@sy ,We#

5@sz ,We#50. InsertingWe into Eq. ~21!, we obtain

KW5^szWe&. ~23!

Note that we are considering a joint observable of the to
system ~object plus which-way marker! here, which is
clearly necessary to explore the correlations between
which-way marker and the way taken by the object.

Let us now choose an observableWmax, such thatKW is
maximized. For simplicity, we will denote the correspondi
observable defined by Eq.~22! by W0 ~instead ofWmax,e!.
Hence, we obtain

D5^szW0&. ~24!

It is easy to see thatszW0 is Hermitian and that (szW0)2

51, so that its standard deviation is

D~szW0!5A12D2. ~25!

Additionally, let us consider the observablesyW0 which also
fulfills ( syW0)251. As it is also Hermitian, its expectatio
value is real, so that

D~syW0!5A12^syW0&
2<1. ~26!

Using the commutator@(syW0),(szW0)#52isx , we can
now write down the corresponding uncertainty relation.
combination with Eqs.~15!, ~25!, and~26!, we obtain

A12D2>D~syW0!D~szW0!>u^sx&u5V. ~27!

This directly yields the duality relation, Eq.~1!. Alterna-
tively, the commutator@sx ,(syW0)#52iszW0 can be used
to obtain the uncertainty relation

A12V2>DsxD~syW0!>u^szW0&u5D, ~28!

which again yields the duality relation.
To summarize, we have demonstrated here that in an

bitrary which-way scheme, the duality relation can be e
pressed in the form of a Heisenberg–Robertson uncerta
relation for some suitably chosen observables.

IV. DISCUSSION

The above calculation reveals a new aspect of the con
tion between wave–particle duality and the uncertainty re
tion. We would like to add a few comments concerning t
interpretation of this result.

Let us first point out that the uncertainty relation used
our calculation is not the position–momentum uncertai
relation. This is obvious, because, for example, the obs
ables considered here have only two eigenvalues, nam
61, whereas position and momentum have a continu
spectrum of eigenvalues.
1023 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 68, No. 11, November 2000
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Second, we note that for the case without a which-w
marker, Eq.~2! is equivalentto the uncertainty relations fo
DsxDsy andDsyDsz , Eqs.~12! and~13!. This equivalence
can be read in both directions: In one direction, as discus
above, the uncertainty relation implies Eq.~2!. In the other
direction, Eq.~2! implies the uncertainty relation for thes
specific observables.

Third, we would like to draw attention to the fact that th
uncertainty relation forDszDsx , Eq. ~14!, yields a trivial
result. This is somewhat surprising, because from Eq.~10!
we concluded thatsx represents the wave character, where
sz represents the particle character. Since we are invest
ing the limit for the simultaneous presence of wave chara
and particle character, one might have guessed that the
certainty relation forDszDsx could yield this limit. How-
ever, this is not the case. Instead,Dsy is employed in our
calculation. An intuitive interpretation ofsy in terms of a
wave picture or a particle picture is not obvious.

Next, we would like to mention that the observabl
whose uncertainty relations we evaluate in Eqs.~12! and~13!
depend on the density matrix,r. In the presentation in Sec
II, this fact is somewhat hidden in our choice of the relati
phase of statesu1& and u2&, i.e., w050. The dependence o
r becomes more obvious, if we consider arbitrary values
w0 . In this case, we can define the observables

Sx5sx cosw02sy sinw0 , ~29!

Sy5sx sinw01sy cosw0 , ~30!

Sz5sz , ~31!

which take the role ofsx , sy , andsz in our above presen
tation. Obviously, these observables depend onr via w0 . As
the commutation relations of theS’s and s’s are the same,
Eq. ~2! can be derived analogously. The situation is simi
in Sec. III.

Finally, we will discuss whether either correlations~i.e.,
entanglement! or uncertainty relations are more closely co
nected to wave–particle duality. For that purpose, we w
investigate all the explanations for the loss of interferen
fringes, referenced in Sec. I. We will sort these explanatio
into three categories, depending on whether they employ

~1! some uncertainty relation,
~2! correlations,
~3! correlations and some uncertainty relation.

The textbook explanations for Einstein’s recoiling slit in Re
1 and Feynman’s light microscope in Ref. 2 are based on
position–momentum uncertainty relation. The Scully
Englert–Walther explanation4 as well as the derivations o
the duality relation in Refs. 12 and 13 are based on the c
relations. Our derivation as well as the discussion of Wi
manet al.3 make use of both the correlations and some
certainty relation. This is because these calculations invo
the density matrix for the total system, consisting of the o
ject plus the which-way marker. Consequently, the full qua
tum correlations between these subsystems are embodi
these formalisms.

The above categorization reveals a crucial point: The
planations for the loss of interference fringes involvingonly
the uncertainty relation are~so far! limited to a few special
schemes. In other words: There are several other scheme
which no such explanation is known, see, e.g., Refs. 4
1023S. Du¨rr and G. Rempe
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’’ Z.
11. In the language of Ref. 3, the loss of interference in th
schemes cannot be explained in terms of ‘‘classical mom
tum transfer.’’ On the other hand, explanations involvi
only correlations apply to all which-way schemes known
far. This leads us to the conclusion that wave–particle du
ity is connected to correlations more closely than to the
certainty relation.
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